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01-H31

Ontario Power Generation: Pickering Nuclear2

Generating Station B Operating Licence3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will now move4

to item No. 5.  This is Hearing Day One for5

Ontario Power Generation's Pickering Nuclear6

Generating Station B Operating Licence, under7

00-H3.8

The deadline for filing for both9

applicant and for Commission staff was December10

19th, and both met the deadline.11

To start, I would ask Ontario12

Power Generation to come to the front.13

This is the oral presentation by14

Ontario Power Generation as covered in CMD 01-H3.115

and 01-H3.1A.16

I believe it is Mr. Robinson.17

18

01-H3.1/01-H3-1A19

Oral presentation by Ontario Power Generation20

MR. ROBINSON:  Good morning, Madam21

President, Commission Members, ladies and22

gentlemen.23

I am Bill Robinson, Site24

Vice-President for Pickering B.  I will be making25
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the oral submissions for the licence renewals for1

both Pickering A and Pickering B as the issues for2

the stations are common.3

Also present today is Gene4

Preston, OPG's Chief Nuclear Officer, Bob5

Strickert, Site Vice-President for Pickering A;6

Brian MacTavish, Site Vice-President - Pickering;7

Pierre Charlebois, Senior Vice-President Technical8

Support and Chief Nuclear Engineer; and Cedric9

Jobe, Vice-President, Regulatory Affairs.10

My presentation today is based on11

the applications for renewal of power reactor12

operating licences for Pickering A and B, both13

dated August 29, 2000; and on Pickering written14

submission submitted to the CNSC on December 18,15

2000.16

I would like to focus my17

presentation in two areas.18

First, I will discuss the19

performance at Pickering in certain key areas that20

demonstrate the safe operation of the station21

regarding public safety, employee safety and22

environmental stewardship.23

I will then discuss some selected24

items that are of particular importance to25
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Pickering's operation at this time.1

The safe operation of our2

generating station is our primary concern.  With3

respect to the public safety component of safe4

operation, I will discuss our performance in5

public safety against the following indicators:6

(a) public safety events;7

(b) non-compliance with public8

safety operating policies and principles;9

(c) radiation dose to the public;10

(d) special safety system11

unavailability;12

(e) serious process failures;13

(f) reactor trip rate; and14

(g) operational transient rate.15

The public safety events indicator16

focuses on reportable events that cause some17

reduction in the margin of public safety (those of18

significance level 2) or a major reduction in19

margin of public safety (being significant level20

1).21

The number of events which have22

occurred at Pickering since 1998 are shown in this23

graph.  There was a significant improvement in24

performance in 1999, with only four events25
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compared with 12 events in 1998.  All of the1

events in year 2000 have been level 2 events.2

The four events in 2000 were brief3

periods of unavailability of containment and SDS24

and two incidents of reduction in reliability of5

standby safety support systems.6

The improved performance during7

the current licence period is attributed to the8

initiatives that have been implemented, including9

procedural adherence, self-checking, coaching and10

observation, and pre-job briefings.11

These initiatives were developed12

through the Integrated Improvement Program (IIP)13

projects:  OP-002, which is Conduct of Operations;14

and MA-002, which is Conduct of Maintenance.15

This graph shows the annual number16

of events in which there were non-compliance with17

the requirements or intent of the operating18

policies and principles and a potential negative19

impact on public safety.20

An example of such an event would21

be a failure to place a component of a shutdown22

system in the preferred state prior to23

maintenance.24

As with the previous graph, there25
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has been a significant reduction in the number of1

such events during the current licence period.  In2

the year 2000, to the end of September, there have3

been four events.4

Improved performance is attributed5

to the initiatives that I previously mentioned.6

The reported dose to the public is7

an estimate based on conservative assumptions. 8

Our model assumes an individual lives just outside9

the station boundary 24 hours a day, drinks local10

water and milk, and eats local fish and produce.11

The dose to the public resulting12

from station operation remains less than 2 per13

cent of the current regulatory limit of 1,00014

microsieverts per year.  The projected dose for15

year 2000 is 6 microsieverts, down from16

approximately 14 microsieverts in previous years.17

This is due to the installation of18

new monitoring equipment outside the site19

boundary, which enables a more accurate measure of20

the noble gas component of the total public dose. 21

With this new monitoring equipment, the reported22

dose to the public is expected to be less than 123

per cent of the current regulatory limit.  This24

improvement in equipment was installed under the25
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IIP project EV-005, Radioactive Emission1

Reduction.2

The Special Safety Systems protect3

the public from nuclear accidents by quickly4

reducing reactor power, cooling the fuel, and5

containing radioactivity.6

The availability of the Special7

Safety Systems (the Shutdown Systems, the Negative8

Pressure Containment System and the Emergency9

Coolant Injection System) continues to be better10

than assumed in our Safety Report.11

There have been no Type A serious12

process failures at Pickering during the current13

licence period.  Type A serious process system14

failures are failures that would have required the15

action of one or more of the Special Safety16

Systems.17

There were no unplanned reactor18

trips of a critical reactor in 2000 and none in --19

there were none in 1999 and none in 2000 to the20

end of September.  This betters the WANO standard21

of less than 1 trip per 7,000 hours of critical22

operation.23

This good performance is24

attributed to improved equipment condition due to25
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improved maintenance and to improved human1

performance.  Improvements in these areas were2

achieved in part through the IIP initiatives of: 3

MA-002, Conduct of Maintenance; MA-003, which was4

Backlog Reduction; EN-004, System Engineering and5

Engineering Programs; and OP-002, Conduct of6

Operations.7

Pickering also uses the8

operational transient rate as a performance9

indicator because it is a more sensitive indicator10

of performance than the reactor trip rate.  This11

indicator is the total number of unplanned12

transients experienced at the station per 7,00013

hours of critical operation.  This measure14

provides an indication of the number of times our15

operators are challenged by sudden large power16

reductions as a result of equipment problems or17

human error.  The contributors to this measure are18

reactor setbacks, reactor stepbacks, turbine trips19

and turbine runbacks.20

The graph shows a significant21

improvement in this performance indicator during22

the current licensing period.  The operational23

transient rate decreased from an average of24

2.6 transients per 7,000 critical hours over the25
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three-year period of 1996 to 1998 to one transient1

per 7,000 critical hours in 1999, and 0.8 per2

7,000 critical hours for 2000 to the end of3

September.4

The improvement in performance is5

attributed to those IIP initiatives mentioned6

earlier.7

In summary, the public safety8

performance indicators I have discussed9

demonstrate that Pickering has been operated10

safely in the current licence period and11

performance in the area of public safety continues12

to improve.13

In addition to public safety,14

another component of safe operation is employee15

safety.  The indicator of employee safety16

performance that are used at Pickering are the17

industrial Safety Accident Rate and Employee18

Radiation Exposure.19

Employee safety is a top priority,20

not only for Pickering but for all of OPG.  There21

is an increased emphasis on safety from the22

highest levels of the company right down through23

the entire organization.24

The Industrial Safety Accident25
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Rate is the number of accidents per 200,000 hours1

worked which result in a permanent employee being2

put on restricted duty, or being absent from work3

for one or more days.4

There has been substantial5

improvement in performance since 1996. 6

Achievement of this improved performance has been7

made possible through performance improvement8

plans.9

For example:10

The Risk Based Program, which11

focuses specific attention on risks associated12

with working at heights, falling objects,13

electrical contact, motor vehicles and energy14

contained within systems.15

Also, the Coaching and Observation16

Program, in which station management is required17

to observe work in process and correct unsafe acts18

before these acts become accidents.  This program19

was developed under the IIP project MA-002,20

Conduct of Maintenance.  It includes observation21

training and field tours by managers.22

Also, we have implemented safe23

work planning.  this is a process to plan work24

safely from start to finish.  For each job: 25
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hazards are identified; work is classified as1

either requiring or not requiring a job safety2

analysis based on the job; a hazard analysis is3

completed; pre-job briefings are performed;4

post-job reviews are performed; and, lessons5

learned are identified.6

Contribution to Pickering's7

improved safety performance have also been made8

and the following initiatives developed under the9

IIP project OE-011, Integrated Health and Safety10

Program.  Those deal with:  office ergonomics11

awareness training, back injury prevention12

training, contractor safety courses, and updating13

the Material Safety Data Sheets.14

The employee radiation dose is the15

total dose for station staff per generating unit.16

The benchmark for this performance17

indicator for Pickering is 61 rem per unit per18

year.  This benchmark is derived from the WANO19

database of approximately 120 reactors. 20

Benchmarks are calculated for each reactor based21

on the age and size of the reactor.  The employee22

radiation dose at Pickering has been below this23

benchmark since 1996.  This puts Pickering's24

performance in the area in the top quartile when25
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compared with U.S. plants.  Our good performance1

in this area is attributed to emphasis placed on2

exposure control in work planning and execution.3

In summary, Pickering is a safe4

place to work for its employees and performance in5

the area of employee safety continues to improve.6

OPG is also committed to7

protecting the environment through managing the8

activities of and materials used in our operation9

that could have an adverse impact on the10

environment.11

The radioactive emissions from the12

station to air and water remain at less than 1 per13

cent of the derived emission limit.14

There have been no category A or B15

chemical spills in the current licence period. 16

Category A and B spills are those spills which are17

considered to have a major potential environmental18

impact, that would be Category A, or a moderate19

potential environmental impact, Category B.20

There has also been a decreasing21

trend in the category C chemical spills over the22

current licensing period.  A category C spill is23

considered to have little or no potential24

environmental impact.25
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In 1998, there were 26 category C1

spills at Pickering.  This decreased to 17 in 19992

and 6 in 2000 to the end of September.3

In 1999, the station received the4

ISO 14001 certification for its Environmental5

Management System, which was developed under the6

IIP project EV-001, OPG Environmental Management7

System.8

The Pickering Nuclear Screening9

Level Ecological Risk Assessment was submitted to10

the CNSC in October of 2000.  Pickering Nuclear11

will now proceed to the next phase of the project. 12

This is a follow-up program in which potential13

risks and residual data gaps identified in the14

Screening Level Ecological Risk Assessment will be15

addressed.16

The follow-up is scheduled to be17

completed by December of this year.18

The Pickering Nuclear19

Environmental Action Plan was submitted to the20

CNSC in March of 1999.  The Environmental Action21

Plan was originally designed to address many of22

the issues arising from the 1998 Environmental23

Review that we performed at your request.  Updates24

to the EAP are provided to the CNSC twice a year.25
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OPG is achieving its targets and1

committed actions under the EAP.  For example,2

over the current licence period, we implemented3

projects to bring the station in compliance with4

the toxicity requirements of the Ontario Ministry5

of Environment's Municipal Industrial Strategy for6

Abatement program, the MISA program.7

As a result, the effluent from8

Pickering A and B now meets the non-toxic9

requirement of the provincial regulation.  MISA10

compliance project work was done under the IIP11

project EV-008, MISA Compliance Strategy.12

Now I would like to address some13

of the issues which are of particular importance14

to the Pickering operation at this time.  Some of15

these issues are related to the three areas16

identified as conditionally acceptable in the CNSC17

staff submissions on the renewal of the Pickering18

licences.19

The topics I will discuss are: 20

transition of the Integrated Improvement Plan to21

the site; the Corrective Action Program;22

maintenance and work management; Environmental23

Qualification; fire protection; and, training.24

Integrated improvement plan25
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transition.1

The responsibility for those2

projects under the integrated improvement plan3

that no longer require centralized co-ordination4

from our head office organization are being5

transferred to the generating stations.  The6

transition document which identifies key7

deliverables, scope and commitments for each8

project is in place to ensure a smooth transition9

of project responsibility.10

Meetings are held with responsible11

site staff to discuss the details of the transfer12

including project status and resource13

requirements.  The transfer is documented under14

the signature of both the sending and accepting15

project managers, and approved under the signature16

of the chief nuclear officer.17

There will be no loss in momentum18

or quality on the IIP projects as a result of this19

transfer of responsibility.20

Corrective Action Program:  The21

Corrective Action Program is the method we use to22

drive continuous improvement at Pickering. 23

Improvements to the Corrective Action Program have24

been made under IIP project PA-002, Corrective25
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Action/Trending Program.1

In this program targets are2

established, corrective action plans are produced3

with due dates, assignments and owners.  We have4

established accountability for this process.  As a5

result, we have driven the overdue corrective6

actions to zero and maintained the number at zero,7

and we have improved the overall quality of the8

corrective action plans significantly.9

Oversight of the corrective action10

plans is the responsibility of the Corrective11

Action Control Group.  The acceptance rate of12

corrective action plans by the Corrective Action13

Control Group is now close to our target of 95 per14

cent.15

The focus on correction action16

program now is on implementation effectiveness.17

In the area of maintenance,18

maintenance improvements are being achieved under19

the IIP projects MA-002, "Conduct of Maintenance",20

MA-003, "Backlog Reduction", and MA-006,21

"Preventive Maintenance Optimization Program".22

Through our efforts we have seen23

the following improvements in our maintenance24

program during the current licence period:25
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(a) an improvement in the1

completion rate of scheduled work from about 602

per cent in 1998 to 78 per cent in the year 2000;3

(b) a reduction in the on-line4

corrective maintenance backlog from 600 work5

orders per unit in 1998 to 52 work orders in the6

year 2000;7

(c) and improvement in critical8

equipment availability from about 75 per cent9

through 1999 to about 90 per cent in the year10

2000.11

We are continuing to focus our12

efforts on work management, with the goals of13

increasing our work completion rates and making14

our workforce more productive.  This will result15

in reducing both the corrective and preventive16

maintenance backlogs.17

Work to improve the equipment18

calibration program is also in progress.  The OPG19

governing program document for equipment20

calibration has been issued.  The supporting21

procedures for the calibration program have also22

been issued, and implementation plans are being23

developed and implemented at Pickering.24

A framework for the Preventive25
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Maintenance Living Program, supported by OPG1

standards and procedures, has been issued. The2

purpose is to address the preventive maintenance3

backlog reduction and to deliver revised and/or4

new preventive maintenance tasks for the 25 most5

important systems.6

The project will also optimize the7

preventive maintenance tasks, deliver a technical8

basis for each task, and develop a more effective9

preventive maintenance task management process.10

Environmental Qualification:  The11

Environmental Qualification Program is a program12

intended to provide assurance that safety and13

safety-related equipment will operate as required14

in the harsh environment of steam, high15

temperature, high pressure and radiation which may16

follow an accident.17

The Environmental Qualification18

Program falls under IIP project EN-009,19

"Environmental Qualification".20

The EQ Program has been defined21

for Pickering in terms of the number of22

deliverables required for completion.  The23

"Work-down" graph for Pickering B is shown here. 24

This graph plots the number of deliverables25
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outstanding against time.  The program is expected1

to be completed on schedule for Pickering B in2

December of 2003.3

The Pickering A program is being4

implemented as a part of the return to service of5

each unit.6

Fire Protection:  OPG is in the7

process of upgrading the fire protection8

capabilities at the station.  Our efforts consist9

of assessments of the plant to current codes and10

standards, as well as upgrades to our fire11

detection and suppression capabilities.  Work in12

this area is being done under IIP project EN-008,13

"Emergency Response Teams and Fire Protection14

Upgrade Program".15

Code compliance reviews have been16

completed for both Pickering A and Pickering B. 17

The code compliance review was an area by area18

assessment of the as-found condition of the plant19

against the building and fire codes.20

One immediate change was21

implemented to eliminate a hazard to workers.  No22

threats to public safety were identified in these23

reviews.24

The Pickering A plan and schedule25
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for resolution of the remaining deficiencies was1

submitted to the CNSC in October 2000.  The2

Pickering B plan and schedule is prepared and will3

be submitted in February.4

The Fire Safety Assessment is an5

area by area assessment of plant fire risks and6

consequences and an assessment of the impact of7

fire on the capability to shut down and maintain8

the reactors in a safe shutdown state.9

The Fire Safety Assessment for10

Pickering A was submitted to the CNSC in September11

of 2000, and the Fire Safety Assessment for12

Pickering B is planned for early 2001.13

Upgrades to the fire detection and14

suppression systems in the Pickering B Main15

Control Room, control equipment rooms and cable16

spreading room areas are in progress.  The17

upgrades to the detection systems in the Units 518

and 6 control equipment rooms have been completed.19

The technical specification for20

upgrades to the fire detection and suppression21

systems in the Pickering B turbine/generator areas22

has been written, and the tendering process for a23

contractor is in progress.24

Similar upgrades are planned for25
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the Pickering A units as part of the return to1

service project.2

Training:  In the area of training3

I will focus on three areas:  managerial training,4

authorization training and non-licensed staff5

training.6

In the area of managerial7

training, we have made significant progress with8

our First Line Managers Academy training, First9

Line Manager Assistant training, Labour Relations10

training, and Professional Development training11

programs for senior staff in the areas of12

engineering, maintenance, operations and13

management.14

In the area of authorization15

training and non-licensed staff training, we16

acknowledge that continued effort is needed to17

upgrade our training programs.18

Training is a partnership between19

the training organization and the line20

organization.  The line will continue to provide21

the resources needed to complete training upgrades22

on the schedules committed to the CNSC.23

For example, in December OPG met24

its committed dates for production of training25
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material for the Shift Supervisor Supplemental1

program and for the completion of the Job Task2

Analysis and on-the-job training materials for3

Non-licensed Operator program.4

This degree of focus is also being5

applied to committed upgrades in the Maintenance6

and Engineering Training programs.  For example,7

training is on track to meet the March 31, 20018

date for delivery of upgraded training to9

engineers.10

From the licence renewal11

applications, written submission and this12

presentation today, we submit that OPG has the13

programs necessary to protect the health and14

safety of both OPG employees and the public, to15

protect the environment, for the maintenance of16

national security, and for compliance with the17

measures required to implement the international18

obligations to which Canada has agreed.19

Further, we are committed to20

continuous improvement in all areas of our21

operation.22

Therefore, we respectfully request23

renewal of the Power Operating licences for24

Pickering for the 27 months as recommended by the25
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CNSC staff.1

This concludes my presentation. 2

We will be glad to answer any questions that you3

might have.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very5

much, Mr. Robinson.6

Noting the time, first of all I7

will ask the Commissioners for their approval that8

we are going to withhold questions until after the9

staff presentation.10

I also would like to take a11

15-minute break.12

We will be back at approximately13

ten after 10:00, and we will commence with the14

staff presentation.15

--- Upon recessing at 9:55 a.m.16

--- Upon resuming at 10:10 a.m.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mesdames et18

messieurs, ladies and gentlemen, if you could take19

you seats, please.20

We are in a position to reconvene21

the hearing, ladies and gentlemen.  Just to ensure22

that we are on the same page literally and23

figuratively, we are at the point of24

discussing -- we are Hearing Day One for the25
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Ontario Power Generation, Pickering Nuclear1

Generating Station B operating licence.2

We are now at the point of the3

oral presentation by Commission staff.  This is4

noted in CMD 01-H3.  Mr. Harvie, do you wish to5

make some opening comment?6

7

01-H38

Oral presentation by CNSC staff9

MR. HARVIE:  Thank you, Madam10

Chair.  I would just like to introduce our staff11

who will be making the presentation.  We have12

Imtiaz Malek, the Director of the Power Reactor13

Evaluation Division.  He is accompanied by Mr.14

Peter Elder, the Head of our Licensing Sanction15

for Power Reactors, Mr. Ulo Nurmsoo, the Acting16

Head of our site office at the Pickering station17

and Mr. Tom Schaubel, the licensing lead for the18

Pickering station.19

Mr. Malek will introduce the20

subject.21

Thank you, Madam Chair.22

MR. MALEK:  Madam President,23

Members of the Commission, just before Mr. Peter24

Elder begins his presentation, I would just like25
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to inform you there are a few minor editorial1

errors in the CMDs we didn't catch, both A and B.2

We will correct and highlight3

these before day two of the hearing.  The content4

and the message of the CMDs remain unchanged.  It5

won't happen again.6

I would like to hand over to Mr.7

Peter Elder to make the presentation.8

MR. ELDER:  Good morning, Madam9

President, Members of the Commission.  I just10

point out that this presentation just deals with11

Pickering B.  We do have a separate presentation12

for Pickering A that will come later.  The next13

overhead, please.14

CMD 01-H3 is to advise the15

Commission on the CNSC staff's review of Ontario16

Power Generation's, or OPG's application to renew17

the licence at Pickering B.  This presentation18

only gives a brief summary of the results of the19

CNSC staff review.  A comprehensive description is20

given in the text of the CMD.21

This presentation will describe22

the methods used to assess and rate licensees23

performance, a summary of the CNSC staff24

assessment of Pickering B over the last licence25
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period, followed by conclusions and1

recommendations.  Next overhead, please.2

In performing the assessment of a3

power reactor licensee, CNSC staff reviews the4

performance of 35 programs or topics.  Each5

program is individually assessed and rated.6

The assessments of the programs7

are based on three types of information: 8

Evaluations of Ontario Power Generation's programs9

against CNSC staff expectations.  This is largely10

an evaluation of the program documentation;11

reviews of the performance of the programs over12

the licence period using audits, inspections,13

review of events and performance indicators.14

We also take into account the15

performance of the licensee in addressing16

identified issues of weaknesses with the program17

and their follow-up on previous commitments.18

In the CMD, these programs are19

grouped into 11 safety areas of related programs. 20

The program ratings are integrated to produce21

overall safety area ratings.22

It is important to note that not23

all of the programs carry the same weight in24

importance to safety and this is accounted for in25
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determining the safety areas ratings.1

The safety area ratings are then2

integrated to produce the overall staff3

recommendation.  The criteria used in developing4

this recommendation are the qualification of the5

licensee to conduct the licensed activity and the6

adequacy of provisions to protect the environment,7

health and safety of persons, national security8

and Canada's international obligations.  Next9

overhead, please.10

The three ratings used in the11

assessment of the performance of the programs and12

safety areas in this CMD are the same that have13

been used in previous power reactor CMDs.  The14

categories are defined as follows:15

Acceptable - no significant16

deviation from requirements or expectations.  Any17

issues that exist are being addressed in an18

appropriate manner and are considered to have no19

short-term impact on safety.20

Conditionally acceptable - a21

significant weakness in the program or the22

performance has been observed.  However, clearly23

defined conditions, with a time frame, have been24

identified and the licensee has committed to25
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address the problems.  Any appropriate1

compensating measures have been taken so that this2

weakness does not pose an immediate safety3

concern.4

Unacceptable - there is a major5

weakness in the program or performance or a6

significant weakness that has not been addressed7

in a timely manner.  The licensee had not taken8

appropriate compensating measures or provided an9

alternative plan or action.  Next overhead,10

please.11

The information on this slide is12

extracted from the table in the executive summary13

of the CMD.  It gives a summary of the 11 safety14

areas that we rated in the CMD.  Eight of the15

areas have been assessed as acceptable, three as16

conditionally acceptable and none as unacceptable.17

In general, the CNSC staff overall18

opinion of Pickering B is that there has been a19

noticeable improvement in the way the plant is20

being operated and maintained since the last21

licence renewal.  For comparison, at the last22

licence renewal for Pickering, six of the safety23

areas were assessed as conditionally acceptable24

compared to three now.  At that time all the25
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others were assessed as acceptable.1

Many of these improvements are a2

direct result of the implementation of the3

Integrated Improvement Project initiatives.  Staff4

expect the improvements to continue as the5

initiatives are fully implemented.  However,6

continued progress depends on OPG making the7

transition of the projects to the sites a success. 8

Next overhead, please.9

I will now discuss the areas10

assessed as conditionally acceptable in more11

detail.  In the area of equipment fitness for12

service, four of the right programs have been13

assessed as conditionally acceptable.14

For two of these programs,15

environmental qualification and fire protection,16

actual plant deficiencies which can affect the17

safety of the plant triggered the need for these18

improvements in these programs.  These programs19

have been developed by OPG but are not yet fully20

implemented.21

Because of their importance to22

safety, these programs will be continue to be23

assessed as conditionally acceptable until it is24

shown that the actual problems at the plant have25
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been resolved.1

For the periodic and in-service2

inspection programs, OPG needs to complete its3

Fuel Channel Aging Management process to support4

the long term goals of this program.5

CNSC staff has observed progress6

in the area of maintenance.  In spite of this7

progress, work remains to be implemented on the8

new process and further reductions of maintenance9

backlogs are required.  Next overhead, please.10

In the safety area of performance11

assurance, five of the six programs included have12

been assessed as conditionally acceptable.  For13

four of these programs, quality assurance,14

organization and management, corrective actions15

and operating experience, OPG has been developing16

new approaches in these areas as part of its17

improvement program and is currently implementing18

these programs.19

CNSC staff has noted significant20

progress in all of these areas, but the programs21

are not yet fully operational.  Hence, they are22

still considered conditionally acceptable.23

OPG also has an improvement24

program in the area of configuration management. 25
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CNSC staff noted that this program required1

short-term action at the time of the last licence2

renewal.3

OPG has made progress on the4

improvement project.  However, as identified in a5

series of audits and inspections over the current6

licence period, CNSC staff has yet to see7

observable improvement at the site.  Continued8

attention by OPG is required for this program over9

the next licence period.  Next overhead, please.10

In the area of training and11

certification of staff, both topics have been12

assessed as conditionally acceptable.13

For the top training programs,14

while CNSC staff again has observed progress,15

improvements in the training program for certified16

staff are still required, as is implementation of17

the improvement projects on non-licensed training.18

Concerning examination and19

certification and staff, an acceptable20

requalification testing method and improved21

success rate on regulatory examinations are22

needed.  Next overhead, please.23

CNSC staff conclude that the24

performance at Pickering B has improved over the25
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last licence period.  The risk to the public and1

workers is acceptably low, taking into account the2

weaknesses in certain areas.  OPG is qualified to3

operate Pickering B.4

Adequate provisions for the5

protection of the environment, the health and6

safety of persons, and the maintenance of national7

security and measures required to implement8

international obligations to which Canada has9

agreed to are in place.10

Therefore, CNSC staff recommends11

the Commission approve the issuance of Power12

Reactor Operating Licence for Pickering B for a13

period of 27 months.14

Thank you.  This concludes the15

presentation.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you, Mr.17

Elder.  Are there any other comments from Mr.18

Harvie or Mr. Malek?19

MR. MALEK:  No, none other.20

MR. HARVIE:  No comments from me,21

Madam Chair.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think it's23

appropriate at this point, just to clarify,24

although OPG has chosen to do an oral presentation25
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that covers both Pickering B and Pickering A, I1

wish to make it clear that the licence discussion2

is for Pickering B and we will now open the floor3

to questioning.4

If I could ask OPG to come a5

little closer to the front in terms of the6

questions, Mr. Robinson and his colleagues.7

The floor is now open.  Dr.8

Barnes.9

MEMBER BARNES:  I would just like10

to ask in a general way, either to Mr. Robinson or11

perhaps even to Mr. Preston, in the kind of12

presentation that you have given us, a13

documentation here, in OPG, who decides the format14

and structure of what you are going to present to15

the Board on, for example, this document today? 16

At what level and who decides the format and17

structure of it?18

MR. ROBINSON:  We look at19

performance overall.  Obviously in a presentation20

like this, the key things that we want to provide21

to you as the Commission is in the area of safe22

operation of the plant.23

We have these key indicators that24

we look at and so the presentation is formatted25
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around safety of the plant to employees and to the1

public, both reactor safety and environmental.2

The balance of the presentation is3

on areas that we feel that we need to focus4

additional attention on.  So it's really a5

semi-standard format that we use because of those6

issues.  I am involved in that decision-making as7

well as Mr. Preston and other members of the8

staff.9

MEMBER BARNES:  But as that10

process proceeds, I assume that you are well aware11

of the kind of structure that the staff are also12

going to make in their presentation.  Would this13

be correct?14

MR. ROBINSON:  Yes.  We understand15

the areas of concern of the staff and we attempt16

to address those as well.17

MEMBER BARNES:  But would you say18

that in the staff presentation, perhaps one of the19

key areas, at least to me, is their summary of20

safety area ratings of which out of the 11 areas21

that they have chosen to identify safety issues,22

three of them have been rated as just23

conditionally acceptable.24

It seemed to me that in your25
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documentation and even in the presentation today1

that you have not really addressed those issues. 2

I wonder why you haven't addressed those issues. 3

I am asking, is it a structural way in which you4

present the information?5

To me there's a serious disconnect6

between these two documents.  CNSC staff has gone7

through and -- I mean you have always come to the8

Commission here and said that safety is your9

number one concern.  Some of the indicators you10

are using are quite different from those that the11

staff are presenting here.12

The staff have gone through.  They13

have identified 11 areas, three of them are14

conditionally acceptable.  It would seem to me15

that those are the kinds of things that everyone16

must know the Commission is going to be17

particularly interested in hearing and yet I18

haven't seen in your documentation or even in your19

updated presentation today any attempt to address20

those three areas and I wonder why.21

MR. ROBINSON:  Well, in the22

presentation under status of selected items, we23

tried to hit at a very high level those three24

areas.  We talked about the corrective action25
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program, which is a key element in the performance1

assurance area that was rated as conditionally2

acceptable.3

We talked about maintenance and4

work management, environmental qualification and5

fire protection which hit the equipment fitness6

for service area and we talked about training,7

which was the other area.8

We tried to hit on a high level9

those key areas that the staff has pointed out as10

weaknesses.11

MEMBER BARNES:  I just have a12

couple of other comments.  To me, if the high13

level is so high that it isn't actually14

addressing, to me in many cases it's simply words15

without addressing the substance.16

Staff has identified three17

critical areas which are conditional or seem to me18

the most serious issues.  I don't believe, at19

least for me, that you really did address those20

issues as opposed to just talking in very vague21

generalities about them.22

I could also follow up on a23

slightly different thing.  I'm sure we might come24

back to this.25
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In the graphs that you showed us,1

we are looking -- there are two issues here.  One2

is we are looking -- you are giving us information3

on the last licensing period, which is two years. 4

Most of the graphs for the year 2000 simply had it5

up to September.6

In a meeting in mid-January, is it7

not possible for OPG to bring those up to date?  I8

mean there could be all kinds of variances in the9

last four months.  It seems to me inappropriate10

for an organization like OPG to begin giving us11

data at this level of decision-making and not12

providing a summary at least in the graphs of the13

last four months.14

I don't understand why that would15

be happening.16

MR. PRESTON:  We understand, Dr.17

Barnes.  We do have the information and we would18

be prepared to enter it on the record if it's19

appropriate now.  The submittal times would have20

caused this information, the material, to have21

been prepared and submitted prior to our end of22

the year closing.23

We do have the information and we24

are prepared to talk about it.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  My other point.  I1

am trying to address issues which seems to me that2

for us to make the right decisions, I'm not sure3

that the way the OPG is providing information or4

providing or discussing this today has been5

appropriate.6

The other thing I find a little7

curious, again you clarify it if I am wrong, but8

in nearly all the presentations you talked in9

general about Pickering.  Right?  Pickering.  Here10

we are discussing Pickering B.11

The graphs surely that you showed12

were a combination of Pickering A and B, were they13

not, nearly all those graphs?  In some cases you14

showed a significant drop over the last three15

years in industrial accidents without the16

implication even being stated, there goes17

Pickering A for the most part, it's shut down, and18

this would be a significant contributor to a drop19

in some of those histograms.  Is that right or20

not?21

MR. ROBINSON:  No.22

MEMBER BARNES:  Sorry, I misread23

that.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Robinson or25
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Mr. Preston, do you want to reply to that?1

MR. ROBINSON:  Obviously, a number2

of the indicators are strictly associated with3

Pickering B, such as the reactor trip rate. 4

Industrial safety accident rate, while activities5

on the A side are more limited, those are6

normalized for -- they are about 200,000 hours7

worked, so it does try to normalize over the8

number of employees that you have.9

I don't know if I answered the10

entire question or not.11

MEMBER BARNES:  I agree that one12

or two of the graphs are perhaps applicable to13

what we are discussing right now, which is14

Pickering B.  But it did seem that several of15

them -- and maybe staff might wish to comment.  In16

the text you just said Pickering as though it was17

covering the plant as a whole.18

MR. MALEK:  Imtiaz Malek, Power19

Reactor Evaluation Division.20

Dr. Barnes, the AECB staff does21

not rely entirely on OPG's indicators.  We have22

audits, assessments, site staff.  We look at23

everything and try to produce a balanced picture.24

We do really not use their25
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indicators as they stand.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just a2

clarification.  So it is the Commission staff?3

MR. MALEK:  It is the Commission4

staff.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Carty...?6

MEMBER CARTY:  I would like to7

follow up on Dr. Barnes' question with some8

specific issues in the three areas where there are9

conditionally acceptable ratings.10

One of them is in the area of11

equipment fitness for service.12

To OPG:  You presented a graph of13

I think it was items remaining to complete versus14

weak, under the general category of Environmental15

Qualification.  That graph showed that you had a16

slope from September 1997 to September 2000.17

It is page 22 of your report.18

And then there was a very19

significantly different slope down to zero in20

September of 03.21

The question I have is this:  Why22

should we believe that?23

There is a very significant change24

in the slope.  You could project the initial slope25
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admittedly with a decrease, but it certainly would1

not go down to zero.2

So there is something there that3

we don't see that you are trying to persuade us4

about.5

MR. PRESTON:  Dr. Carty, Gene6

Preston, CNO for OPG.7

The shape of the curve is dictated8

by the availability of the equipment; that is,9

access to the equipment as the units are brought10

down for required maintenance, that this work can11

be accomplished.12

That is why you see the step-wise13

fashion as opposed to a smooth curve.14

This would superimpose over our15

planned outage schedule over the period of time. 16

although there are some activities that go on even17

beyond.18

MEMBER CARTY:  What I am getting19

at is that your achievements to date, over the20

last three years, don't really justify the final21

part of the curve.22

MR. PRESTON:  The curve going23

forward represents physical work in the plant. 24

That is one of the key drivers for why the IIP is25
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being transferred from a head office driven1

organization out to the power plants for2

implementation.3

What we have had up until now has4

been all of the room studies, the hazard analyses,5

all the things that would help us to identify the6

kinds of equipment changes and upgrades that have7

to be made.  Now that they have been engineered8

and procured, and we have to take them out to the9

plant to install, that is what you see in terms of10

the shape.11

MEMBER CARTY:  Perhaps I can move12

on to my second question, which is in the area of13

performance assurance.14

The last time the licence came up15

there was some short-term action required under16

the category of Configuration Management.  While17

that was said to be short-term action, in fact the18

staff have seen no improvement at all in that19

area.20

Surely there must be something21

wrong with the approach if that is the case.22

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  Pierre23

Charlebois, Senior Vice-President and Chief24

Engineer, Madam Chair and Commission Members.25
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Your question I believe refers to1

the engineering change control process that is in2

place to maintain configuration management.  In3

1996 there were assessments carried out by the4

AECB then, pointing to a number of deficiencies in5

the configuration control process for engineering6

changes.7

We launched a significant change8

in our processes that was in fact coincident with9

the introduction of the passport systems, and it10

is called the Engineering Change Control process.11

Its implementation started at the12

end of 1998 and into 1999, and through 1999 into13

the year 2000.  That was a significant change in14

the approach being taken to manage configuration.15

Through that transition a number16

of assessments and audits were carried out which17

saw a number of physical changes being carried out18

in the plant, some of which had been started using19

the original process and some of which were in20

mid-stream.21

Therefore, there was mixed22

performance as a result of that.  We are now23

completing the legacy changes.24

The new changes that are being25
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carried out in accordance with the new ECC process1

are extremely well done.  We have carried out our2

own self-assessments internally, and we are3

planning to do a number of self-assessments into4

the first and second quarters of this year to5

confirm that at all of our facilities.6

The short-term actions that were7

taken by the plant were in fact geared towards8

completing the implementation of the process.9

So going forward, we have high10

expectations that this process will serve us well. 11

We have had comments from independent observers12

that the process in fact is sound that we intend13

to use from now on.14

MEMBER CARTY:  Perhaps I could ask15

the staff at this point in time for their view of16

progress in this area.17

MR. MALEK:  I shall ask Mr. Pat18

Hawley of the Power Reactor Evaluation Division to19

answer that question.20

MR. HAWLEY:  I am Pat Hawley.  I21

work in the Power Reactor Evaluation Division.22

I don't want to pass the buck, but23

I think that question would be best answered by24

somebody in the Quality Assurance Department,25
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which is specifically working on those1

evaluations.2

MR. MALEK:  Mr. Ian Grant,3

Director of Performance Evaluation Division, will4

answer specifically on the audit part.5

MR. GRANT:  Thank you, Madam6

Chair.7

Since the last BMD in 1999 staff8

has recognized and has noted in their submission9

that OPG has since increased staffing on the10

Configuration Management Program and that it has11

made considerable progress in reducing long12

outstanding temporary changes.13

We also recognize that progress14

has been made in identifying past inadequately15

documented changes.16

We also during our audit found17

that the design verification part of the project,18

requiring that new design requirements be included19

in the design documents, is on schedule and is20

satisfactory.21

We do believe, therefore, that OPG22

has been making substantial progress in this area23

since the last report we made to the Commission on24

this.25
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There are, nevertheless,1

outstanding actions or outstanding issues that we2

continue to monitor.3

We are planning to return to audit4

the design modification process in 2001 and 2002,5

and our rating of conditionally acceptable is6

predicated on satisfactory progress on the7

outstanding issues identified to Ontario Power8

Generation.9

I hope that answers your question.10

MEMBER CARTY:  Well, not really. 11

I am really referring to the sentence at the12

bottom of the page on Performance Assurance in the13

staff presentation.14

I will read the exact sentence. 15

It says, with regard to configuration management:16

"However, as identified in17

the series of audits and18

inspections over the current19

licence period, CNSC staff20

has yet to see observable21

improvement."  (As read)22

MR. ELDER:  I will answer this.23

I am Peter Elder, Head of the24

Power Reactor Evaluation Division.25
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The question Ian Grant has1

answered has been on one specific part of2

configuration management, which is the engineering3

change control, which is a bigger part of a4

project that OPG has done on trying to reconfirm5

that they do have full configuration management6

throughout their facilities.7

That is a bigger part of their8

improvement program.9

What we are saying is that we have10

yet to see what has been so far a paper study11

actually start to improve or cause confidence in12

what we are seeing at the site.13

In certain areas we are seeing14

some improvement, but overall so far the15

configuration management restoration seems to be16

so far a paper study; that we have yet to be able17

to see improvements in site.18

This is very similar to where many19

of the IIP projects were two years ago.  It is a20

matter of based on past performance these things21

do start to show up improvements in site, but this22

is one area where we have yet to see a large23

amount of improvement at site.24

In various areas, we are seeing an25
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improvement.  When we go in and do an audit, they1

are very good at responding to what our audit2

findings suggest.  But that is not saying where3

they wanted to go with the program.  We have not4

seen a lot of evidence of where they want to be5

overall.6

MEMBER CARTY:  Thank you.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there other8

questions?9

Mr. Graham...?10

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.11

First of all, I guess my first12

question would be regarding the presentation with13

CNSC staff and the summary of safety area ratings.14

Out of the three that were15

conditionally accepted, they were broken down and16

there was more or less 16 subtitles.  Out of those17

16, 11 were conditionally accepted.  I would hope18

that each one of them could be addressed on Day19

Two.20

I don't want to belabour something21

that will take a long time, but on Day Two we will22

have to have each one of those addressed.  If you23

do the quick math, of the 16 subtitles there are24

11 that are conditionally accepted.25
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I direct that to OPG.  You have1

these presentations now.  You will be able to2

address those?3

MR. PRESTON:  Mr. Graham, we will4

address all 11 of the conditionally acceptable5

ones on Day Two.6

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.7

On page 11 of CNSC's presentation,8

it is referring to the Pickering outages.  When I9

read it, I guess the thing that popped out there10

more than anything else is lack of designated11

resources to effectively execute the outage and12

also lessons learned.13

I would like OPG to comment on14

that, as to what they are doing with regard to15

lack of designated resources and how they are16

addressing that issue.17

MR. ROBINSON:  We recognize that18

outage performance is critical to our operation.19

With respect to resources, we have20

now in place two teams that look at the current21

outage and the next outage coming.22

Also in resources we have put23

together a dedicated maintenance crew of 30 people24

who will work on prerequisites for the outage and25
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also be dedicated to outage work once the outage1

started.2

One of the concerns that we saw3

was our inability to get pre-outage work done to4

the point where we wanted it and then that work5

would have to be put into the outage.6

So we have put together an outage7

crew that will address those concerns.8

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Realizing that the9

monitoring was for the year 1999-2000, I would10

like to ask CNSC staff if they feel that the11

implementation measures that OPG has put in place12

will meet their concerns as outlined on page 11,13

as I said.14

MR. MALEK:  Thank you, Mr. Graham.15

Lisa Love of the CNSC site office16

will answer that question.17

MS LOVE:  Thank you.  Could I ask18

you to repeat the question one more time, please.19

MEMBER GRAHAM:  On page 11 of20

CMD-01-H3, CNSC mentioned at the top of the page:21

"CNSC staff has monitored the22

1999/2000 Pickering outages23

and observed issues such as:"24

And they list four of them there.25
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The one that I referred to was:1

"lack of designated resources2

to effectively execute the3

outage;"4

My question was:  In the year5

2000/2001, the explanation that OPG gave, do you6

feel that this will be rectified and this can be7

resolved and will not appear as your concerns8

here?9

MS LOVE:  Well, it really is too10

soon to tell.  As part of our compliance program,11

we monitor every outage and this is one of the12

aspects that we have monitored.13

For the vacuum building outage14

which took place this fall, I would have to say15

that we saw some slight improvements with respect16

to resources for the outage.  They only had -- I17

am aware of one instant where they did not have18

green men available, and they could not start some19

work, which was a rather minor deficiency in20

resources.21

We did see some improvement, but22

we need to continue this year and next year to23

monitor all of their outage to ensure that they24

are able to make improvements in the long term.25
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MEMBER GRAHAM:  What about the1

final outage reports that include lessons learned2

that have not been issues, are they now being3

issued?4

MS LOVE:  As of today, we have not5

received either of those two reports.  I6

understand the vacuum building outage report may7

be ready in two to three weeks, but I am not very8

confident in that.9

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.10

The next question I had, then, was11

regarding page 12.  Again, I don't want to be12

repetitious on some of the questions, but in the13

Safety Report Update there was an indication there14

in the second paragraph, that the mid-term report15

on performance of Pickering NGS, as reported in16

BMD 00-68[1], indicates that OPG had failed to17

meet their three year requirements.18

What I am wondering is, could OPG19

speak to this and indicate what steps you are20

taking to try and improve this situation?21

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  Thank you.22

The safety report update process23

and the schedule that we undertook was shared with24

the Commission Members in the spring of 2000.  It25
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was during the licensing process and the updates1

for the plants in the spring.2

We also shared an update of that3

schedule with you during the Darlington licensing4

process.  As of today, all of our commitments we5

have undertaken and the schedule that we set out6

in the spring of 2000 is on track.  So the work is7

progressing.  We will be delivering the safety8

analysis that is commited to the CNSC, as well as9

the safety report update on the schedule that we10

have established with the CNSC.11

MEMBER GRAHAM:  This is then to12

CNSC staff.13

Are you in concurrence with or14

satisfied that this is meeting your objectives and15

your concerns?16

MR. HARVIE:  I will ask17

Mr. Wigfull, the Director of Safety Evaluation,18

Division A, to respond to this issue.19

MR. WIGFULL:  Yes, this has been a20

major activity on OPG's part, and we are satisfied21

with the plans they have made and the target dates22

for the revision of the safety reports.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  When do you expect24

to get these reports?25
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MR. WIGFULL:  I think it is1

mid-2002.2

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  I'm sorry; I3

don't have the dates at my fingertips, but I could4

answer that question in five or ten minutes, if5

you wish.6

MR. MALEK:  Excuse me.  Imtiaz7

Malek, Power Reactor Evaluation Division.8

We have written that into the CMD9

and the dates are, for the reports, Pickering A,10

September 30th, 2001, and Pickering B, August11

31st, 2002.12

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Okay.  I missed13

that.  I appreciate that.  Thank you.14

One other question I have, because15

I know my other colleagues have questions, and16

that is on page 49, and it came up at a prior17

meeting back six months ago or so on, and it is18

regarding waste management and a shipment of scrap19

metal that was received at a scrap dealer, and20

there was a violation, and so on -- I'm not sure21

what violation, but it was a significant22

development report.23

Have the monitors now been24

installed at your station?25
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MR. ROBINSON:  The truck monitor1

is installed and being used, yes.2

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I know it may not3

be relevant, but are the truck monitors installed4

at all your stations now, Mr. Preston?5

MR. PRESTON:  Yes, they are.6

MEMBER GRAHAM:  They are.  Thank7

you.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,9

Mr. Graham.10

Dr. Giroux.11

MEMBER GIROUX:  I have three12

questions for OPG, the first one I am referring to13

page 5-10 of your written presentation, the one14

that we had ahead of time.15

You have a graph of the evolution16

of your performance index.  Maybe you don't have17

that graph to show here, but it shows that your18

performance index, starting at about 1997, is at19

about 50 or 55 per cent and then climbs close to20

80 per cent and then it seems to peak in 1999 and21

then to fall off.22

You have a target that you are23

overreaching up to 1999.  My question is:  How is24

that target established?25
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If you look at the climbing1

portion -- oh, yes, you have it there.  Very2

good -- it seems that the target follows the3

quarter before, that you have done a certain level4

and then you put that as a target.5

Two questions.  One, how is it6

established; and, two, how will it evolve in the7

coming quarters since you are having a sort of8

falloff, dropping off in the performance?9

MR. ROBINSON:  The performance10

index, the targets are derived from a standard11

that we want to be among the best in the industry12

and, therefore, that target will continue to13

climb.  I will say that the industry is continuing14

to improve as well.  There are four key factors15

that have caused that performance to decline, and16

those are culled out in that report.17

Chemistry index is one.  Thermal18

performance, unplanned capability, loss factor and19

fuel reliability.  We have in our business plan20

designated items to address those two drive them21

back to the level that we want them.22

For example, the chemistry index23

is based on the quality of water that we are24

producing with our water treatment plant.  That25
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water treatment plant is quite old and is being1

replaced in the first part of 2001, and that will2

aid us in that chemistry index.3

For unplanned capability loss4

factor, we have taken all of the things that have5

caused us unplanned losses in production and we6

have programs in place to address those.  An7

example of that would be the boiler chemical8

cleans that we have targeted for the station over9

the next year and a half.  We have three boiler10

chemical cleans scheduled on Pickering B this11

year, starting with Unit 5, towards the end of12

February, and then Unit 6 and then Unit 8.13

So we do have plans in each of14

these areas.15

In the thermal performance area,16

part of that is Pickering B did not have all of17

the instrumentation that would allow us to run at18

a high thermal performance, and we have a project19

to install those instruments and allow us to20

improve in that area.21

So each of these areas is being22

addressed.23

MEMBER GIROUX:  If I understand24

your answer correctly, you are saying that the25
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target will not be reduced.  Will it continue to1

increase and to what level?2

MR. ROBINSON:  It will increase up3

above 90 per cent over the next five years.4

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.5

In my second question I will refer6

to page 7 in the staff's presentation.  This is an7

issue that we have addressed before.8

In the middle of the page we are9

talking about radiation projection requirements10

and there are evidence that involve problems with11

smoking and consumption of food in permitted12

areas, and dosimetry not being worn by workers.13

I am just wondering how you are14

addressing the issue.  It seems to me that you15

might be calling for the collaboration of the16

unions and of the workers themselves if we want to17

resolve the problem of smoking and eating in the18

areas.  There is a question of monitoring, there19

is a question of reporting when that happens, and20

these are brief events that maybe co-workers21

usually close their eyes on.22

I always stress the contradiction23

between when we have public meetings and the24

unions or workers come to us and say, "We are the25
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first concerned with safety because we work within1

the plant, so if we take good care of ourselves2

the public doesn't have to worry."  We have heard3

this several times.4

This seems to contradict.  If5

workers do smoke where they should not smoke and6

do increase the risk to their health, their own7

health, then you can question whether they really8

care as much as they say about the public health.9

Now, this is a question that I10

would like to pose to the unions, of course, if we11

see them in March, but I would like to have your12

reaction to this nonetheless.  What are the13

specific steps that you are taking and what sort14

of collaboration are you looking for from your own15

staff of course and from the unions?16

MR. ROBINSON:  Obviously,17

radiation protection, as you have stated, is18

applicable throughout the organization, and it19

takes all of us to ensure that the standards that20

we have established are being met.21

One of the things that we have22

implemented at Pickering in order to, one, get our23

staff engaged and, two, to show some very24

short-term improvements, is in a program that we25
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call "Focus of the Week".  We take a given area1

that we want to get down through the entire2

organization and have them focus on an area and3

then we put that in our pre-job briefings, we put4

that in our communications with all employees. 5

Then, following that week, we go back in and6

monitor to see if we have made improvements in7

that area.8

One of the areas that we have9

focused on in the past is red-worker practices,10

and we have seen improvements in that area.11

Just to demonstrate the commitment12

of the staff, we have a gain sharing program with13

the unions, and that program has a payout based on14

accomplishment of certain goals.  I was quite15

pleased to see the goals that were established for16

the Pickering site.  They dealt with issues around17

personal safety, radiation safety.  So we feel18

that the staff is engaged.19

These incidents, while considered20

serious, are relatively low in number and we do21

feel that the staff is engaged and demonstrated22

through that gain sharing program.23

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.24

Just picking up on your final25
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remark about the evidence being low in number,1

could you or staff give me some indication of the2

number of events that we are talking about,3

whoever has the information?4

Staff, do you have any?5

MR. MALEK:  Yes, Imtiaz Malek. 6

Power Reactor Evaluation Division.7

I believe the number you are8

looking for is 17 events.9

MEMBER GIROUX:  Seventeen what?10

MR. MALEK:  Radiation protection11

events.12

MEMBER GIROUX:  Seventeen13

events --14

MR. MALEK:  Yes.15

MEMBER GIROUX:  -- over the span16

of one year?17

MR. MALEK:  yes.18

MEMBER GIROUX:  And out of one or19

2,000 workers?20

MR. MALEK:  Probably about 2,000,21

I should think.22

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.  Thank you. 23

That clarifies it.24

My final question, again to OPG,25
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is a bit more technical.1

Again, in staff's presentation,2

the CMD, page 3, you are talking about the3

strategy for management of feeder pipe4

degradation.  There is a discussion of the5

different factors there.  My only question was,6

referring to the presentations we heard in7

Pickering in December about stress corrosion8

cracking, my question is whether this phenomenon9

is one which is acting here or which might be10

acting here, and what steps you are taking to11

prevent it or deal with it.12

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  Further to the13

presentation that was made at the Pickering14

Environmental Assessment Hearing, I have taken15

that particular issue back to my staff and, as of16

now, we continue to confirm that the stress17

corrosion cracking phenomenon is not active and is18

not visible in all of the assessments we have19

carried out.20

But we have taken the information21

presented to us seriously and are following up to22

see if there is anything that we need to do in a23

particular area.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  Yes.  Three1

questions.  The first two I think to OPG.2

In the staff presentation, page3

44, which deals with the qualification of4

electrical cables, the last sentence says that the5

test result on PVC cables led to the conclusion6

that this type of insulated cable should not be7

used inside containment.8

This has come up before.  Could9

you remind us what you are doing in that regard?10

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  With respect to11

the environmental qualifications of cable, where12

the cable in fact is required to fulfil a safety13

function after a design basis accident, if the14

cable is unable to be qualified in terms of being15

PVC, then the cables would be replaced.16

There is a substantial replacement17

program under way for Pickering A particularly18

because Pickering A had a large number of PVC19

cables.  Now, the plants that were built,20

Pickering B and Bruce B, in fact were designed21

with cables capable of withstanding some of the22

harsh conditions, but we are still verifying that23

the jackets and the composition we have installed24

in the field is in fact the correct one that we25
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expect.1

We have started verifying that2

these cables are capable of meeting the harsh3

environment.  In some cases we may require some4

cable replacement, but for the newer plants, this5

is much less of a scope of work.6

MEMBER BARNES:  A second question7

to OPG, again coming out of the staff detailed8

report H3.9

On page 31, this is K station10

operation following a seismic event.  I found this11

particularly disturbing.  This is the second12

paragraph.  I will read part of it, but I am sure13

you will know what I am getting at.  It says:14

"A recent CNSC audit on the15

engineering change control16

process revealed that on May17

31, 1999, OPG declared the18

seismic instrumentation19

system to be in service.  On20

June 1, 1999, OPG informed21

CNSC staff that the seismic22

instrumentation system was23

already available for service24

and all associated actions25
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were completed.  An audit1

found no evidence of any2

review or acceptance of the3

seismic abnormal incident4

manual by CNSC staff.  In5

addition, it was found that a6

clear post-seismic event7

inspection criteria remained8

to be developed."  (As read)9

Could you explain how that10

happened?11

--- Pause12

MR. PRESTON:  Can we have a moment13

to get our expert up here on that subject?14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is he available15

MR. PRESTON:  Yes.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, please.17

Perhaps while we are waiting for18

that, Mr. Preston, I could just ask the other19

Commissioners if there are any other questions, if20

you agree, and we could come back to that21

MR. PRESTON:  Yes.  There is one22

clarification though.  We do not have a23

requirement to have the abnormal incident manuals24

approved by the CNSC staff.  I'm not sure of the25
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importance of not having that reviewed or1

discussed.  It's not a normal practice.2

MEMBER BARNES:  I may be3

misreading this and maybe staff might.  What I4

took there from that material I read out was that5

OPG was declaring a certain -- in a sense systems6

were in place and this was found by the audit7

really not to be the case.  Am I misreading this?8

MR. ELDER:  Yes.  It's a little --9

the related issue is they declared the system in10

place by saying the instruments were there to11

measure the seismic event.12

What we found was there was no --13

the processes to respond to a seismic event were14

not in place.  The had the instruments to measure15

the seismic event, but they had no process in16

place to do follow-up once there was a seismic17

event.  That's what the abnormal incident manual18

refers to.  It tells the operators what to do if19

there is a seismic event.20

They had put in a revised system21

to measure the seismic events and that is in22

place.  What they had not done was then put a23

system in place for dealing with the information24

that came from that system.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  I took the phrase1

after that, that the seismic information system2

was already available for service and all3

associated actions were completed.  One assumes4

that if a system is in place, you respond to the5

information that system is giving you.  You are6

saying there was no ability to respond.  Is that7

right?8

MR. ELDER:  The audit found that9

there was no -- the processes were not updated to10

reflect the new system that was in place.  There11

were processes in place.  They were just not12

updated to reflect the new information that was13

coming from their new equipment.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Dr. Barnes. 15

Mr. Charlebois.16

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  Madam Chair, the17

information presented by CNSC staff is correct. 18

Now today, as we stand here, if a seismic event19

would occur, we in fact would receive notification20

of that particular event and in particular, my21

seismic experts immediately assemble and consider22

the implications and the significance of the23

event.24

We obviously would order the plant25
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down if the event had reached levels that were,1

you know, approaching the design basis for the2

facility.  Then we would have to institute a3

proper inspection plan for the facility.4

Procedures as it exists today5

require the plant staff to walk down the systems6

and the equipment after a seismic event in any7

case.8

Now, going forward.  We are9

putting together, working on documenting the10

procedure for how we would approach.  It's as a11

graded approach, depending on the size of the12

seismic event.  What is the graded approach to13

responding to an event and how in fact we would14

restart again after having shut them down.15

That work is still in progress. 16

Obviously it's work that we could give you an17

update on at the day three hearing.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Another19

question, Dr. Barnes.20

MEMBER BARNES:  Just one.  I am21

still having some difficulties as to staff and the22

material you presented graphically this morning23

under the performance assurance where you state24

that five of the six programs in this safety area25
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have been assessed as conditionally acceptable. 1

This is probably a follow-up to what Dr. Carty2

mentioned.3

In four of those programs you4

notice that they are not yet fully operational. 5

The response to Dr. Carty's point was one of6

these --  was that there was very little progress.7

I did have some difficulty as to8

why you would classify this total program then as9

still conditionally acceptable as opposed to10

falling then really into the unacceptable category11

which is there is a major weakness in the program12

or performance or significant weakness that has13

not been addressed in a timely fashion.14

It seemed to me that under15

performance assurance, made up of six programs, if16

five of them are significantly weak in areas you17

have identified, I had some difficulty why overall18

you would still call this conditionally19

acceptable.20

MR. ELDER:  Okay.  I will try to21

explain our logic on that.  When we -- for four of22

the programs, that is the corrective actions, QA,23

OPG has had a complex improvement process.  If you24

went to back to last seen, there were probably25
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five steps needed to do on each of those programs.1

On most of these, they have2

completed four out of the five steps so that they3

have met most of the conditions to get it to4

acceptable.  They have just not met all of the5

conditions acceptable, so these are varied6

programs and are very close to being acceptable. 7

They are not just quite there yet.  That's what8

our logic was on those ones.9

There has been significant10

progress.  They just have not met all the11

conditions that we had imposed on them last time.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham.13

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Just as a14

follow-up question to what Dr. Giroux had with15

regard to feeder pipe on page 37.  I had a16

question that said feeder wall thicknesses were17

still adequate and was predicted to remain so for18

several years.19

What is the flash point -- I'm20

trying to think of the word -- in which they are21

not adequate and how are they monitored when22

feeder pipes -- how do you know when you have a23

problem with the feeder pipes?24

You are saying for several years. 25
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It doesn't say for one year, ten years or whatever1

it is.  I guess I have concerns with regard to how2

you monitor those feeder pipe wall thicknesses. 3

That's to OPG.4

MR. CHARLEBOIS:  Okay.  First of5

all, these are carbon steel pipes.  Like in any6

design, all piping systems are subjected to a7

certain level of material loss due to erosion and8

so on.9

In the original design, there is10

always allowances built in for corrosion and11

erosion and so on, into the design, no different12

than this particular situation.13

The erosion rate, and the14

processes in erosion/corrosion process, because of15

the high velocity in the pipe and associated also16

with the chemistry condition in existence, we have17

observed, not at Pickering, but we have observed18

at some of the other plants, as we discussed,19

rates that are higher than were anticipated in the20

original design.21

That's why we in fact are22

following very carefully the rates.  We are in23

fact putting in place proper life cycle management24

for these components.25
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In the case of Pickering, the1

rates are nominal and in fact are not a threat to2

end of life of the facility.  The measurements are3

in fact carried out by having staff actually4

during a shutdown enter the reactor vault and5

measure using ultrasonics the actual thickness of6

the material in different locations of the feeder7

pipes.8

We do a reasonable sample to make9

sure we have got confidence that in fact we have a10

good representation of the behaviour of the11

material as we go forward.12

MEMBER GRAHAM:  A question to CNSC13

staff.  Are the inspection of -- the approximate14

leg is 36 feeder pipes in each unit that will be15

done.  Is that adequate that would indicate16

whether there was wear or whether there needed to17

be further inspection or not?18

MR. MALEK: I shall ask Mr. Jim19

Blyth of Safety Engineering Division E to answer20

that question.21

MR. BLYTH:  Yes.  The 36 feeder22

pipes is normal inspection, routine inspection,23

that you do actually on the assumption that you24

won't find anything.  If you do find something25
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during those inspections, such as increase, then1

the population of feeder pipes that requires2

inspection would increase dramatically.3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  So you do have --4

in other words, that's the first step but there5

are other steps you follow.6

MR. BLYTH:  Exactly.7

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you very8

much.9

MEMBER GIROUX:  If I may, Madam10

Chairman, just one question further.11

On page 57, the OPG -- it's12

regarding training programs for mechanical control13

in maintenance staff.  It indicates there it has14

not met results in significant improvements in the15

training being delivered.  Some progress has been16

made by conducting task analysis and it goes on.17

My concern is with regard to the18

training of staff.  This has come up before with19

OPG when they have been before us.  What20

improvements do you see?  I don't think it was21

addressed well enough in your presentation, but22

CNSC staff has certainly addressed it.23

What will you be doing to improve24

this?  Some day you are going to be before us with25
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regard to the other Pickering units.  That's even1

going to put more pressure on training.2

Today we have the four units we3

are talking about and you are not meeting the4

significant training.  What are you going to be5

doing different or what assurances can you give6

us?7

MR. MATHUR:  I'm Moham Mathur,8

Vice-President, Training Services and Support9

Division.  Could I ask you to rephrase your10

question, please?11

MEMBER GIROUX:  Over the past we12

have seen that the training for mechanical and13

control room maintenance staff has not been14

adequate within OPG.  It has been criticized when15

you have been before us over the last couple of16

years with regard to other stations.17

My question would be -- it comes18

up here again on page 57 of CNSC's report.  My19

question is a great many of your units are down20

within the OPG system right now and you still seem21

to be not able to have significant training.22

What assurance can you give us23

that this training is going to be adequate for the24

next two years if and when we consider day two of25
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these hearings?1

MR. MATHUR:  Thank you.  We have2

been seriously looking at the training3

deficiencies in the maintenance and control4

maintenance staff programs.  As of 2001, we plan5

to complete all the core training requirements.6

There are seven new training7

qualification guides that have been developed.  As8

of now, we have not started giving continuing9

training for maintenance staff.  This past year we10

did 2.4 days.  Our plan is that it will go to four11

days next year and eight days the year after.12

We are trying to pay special13

attention to the continuing training of the14

maintenance and control staff.15

MEMBER GRAHAM:  As a follow-up to16

CNSC staff, will the 2.4 this year, the four next17

year and the eight the following year be adequate18

to meet your concerns that you have indicated in19

the report?20

MR. MALEK:  I shall ask Mr. Garry21

Schwarz of PQAD to answer that.22

MR. VACHON:  My name is André23

Vachon, with Gary Schwarz.  I have been asked by24

my director to answer any question on this25
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subject.1

It is difficult to say if the2

increased number of days will be sufficient until3

you see if you exceed the needs that have been4

identified.  We have not lately looked at this5

particular point.  Obviously the increase in6

numbers is somewhat reassuring.7

With respect to the concern that8

you expressed before with regard to increased need9

because of the start-up of Pickering A, we have10

been monitoring this aspect more closely.  We know11

they have been hiring additional staff lately to12

address that.  So we are keeping track of this13

angle.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I would like to15

remind everyone that there are some underlying16

assumptions that I would like to make sure are not17

understood about the restart or not restart.18

MR. ELDER:  Some day, we said.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.  I would20

just like to make sure that everyone understands21

that.22

I would like to add my questions23

to the fray, if I could.24

I have a question and then a25
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general kind of comment.1

My question for OPG is this:  With2

regard to page 17 of the overhead presentation,3

the power-point presentation, Status of Selected4

Items, the issue with regards to integrated5

improvement plan transition -- and perhaps this6

may not be a completely fulsome discussion today7

but I may want to signal that I will want to come8

back to it as well.9

With regards to the transition to10

the sites, could you enlighten me as to the pros11

and cons that you were thinking of as part of12

this.13

Had this always been part of the14

plan, the transition?  Why now?  What are the pros15

and cons to this?16

Perhaps I will ask staff later for17

their comments.  Thank you.18

MR. PRESTON:  Yes, ma'am.  The IIP19

projects were always identified as short-term, one20

time improvement initiatives that were going to21

get our plants to a level where normal operating22

maintenance and engineering staff would be capable23

of sustaining high performance.24

The programs have taken longer25
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than we would have liked, as is evidenced by your1

own audits and reports, and ours.2

What we found is that even though3

we tried to integrate these projects across four4

sites and at head office, the plant's day-to-day5

workload and the improvements that we were having6

to make that were outside of these IIP projects7

were causing, through to the different work8

priorities, that the IIP programs were taking9

somewhat of a back seat because they were not10

under the direct responsibility and authority of11

the site vice-president.12

He has a requirement to have 2013

people worth of work, and he has ten skilled14

people.  He does the work for the ones that were15

for his work.16

What we said was let's move it out17

to the power plants.  Let's get the priorities18

arranged where we can realistically reliably19

predict what we are going to be able to accomplish20

in both our day-to-day non-IIP project related21

work, as well as our IIP.22

We think that the reforecasting of23

that, the re-assigning of the responsibilities,24

will enable us to be more accurate in predicting25
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what our performance is.1

What you see before us on our2

schedules today reflects what we believe is3

accomplishable from the site vice-president's4

eyes, as the person that is accountable now for5

the implementation as opposed to it having been6

done by a project manager that was not part of his7

or her staff.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is the9

transition document that you refer to on page 1710

available for the Commission, or is that still in11

draft?12

MR. PRESTON:  No.  It is a series13

of individual project documents where we take the14

project managers and they sit down with the people15

from the power plants that are going to be16

responsible for picking up the effort.  They17

review the outstanding issues, the approaches and18

resources funding, the whole gamut.19

It is then taken to the Site20

Management Board which is chaired by the site21

vice-president at each site.  They review those22

there to review that the site vice-president is23

ready to sign and accept responsibility.  After24

that is all done, they come to me and convince me25
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that we in fact have a package that we are all1

willing to stand behind, and then I sign it.2

There are individual transfer3

documents for each and every project.  All of4

them, with the exception of a handful, have been5

transferred and are now being directed by the6

individual plant site VPs.  They are available for7

review for anyone.8

It is not any different9

information than what we were providing to the10

CNSC staff in our monthly reports on those11

projects.  It is just that it is now a handoff,12

and we are going to make sure there is a 200 per13

cent understanding of what is required and that14

everybody is in agreement that this is what they15

have to do going forward.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would the staff17

care to comment?18

MR. MALEK:  I should ask Mr. Pat19

Hawley of PRED to provide the staff position.20

MR. HAWLEY:  I am Pat Hawley of21

the Power Reactor Evaluation Division.22

My job is to integrate the results23

that the CNSC staff review of the integrated24

improvement program.25
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As you are aware, we report to the1

Commission about every six months on the progress2

that we are seeing.  The last time we did that was3

in November of last year.4

At that time, in that report we5

acknowledged some of the progress that OPG has6

made.  We talked about a few problem spots.  Then7

we said that the most important issue for this8

update was the fact that the OPG intends to9

transition the projects out to the sites.10

At the time we listed some of the11

reservations we had and wondered if really it12

would make a big difference.  Would the transition13

in fact help the projects proceed further or would14

the projects disappear?15

We also expressed concerns about16

whether we would be able to monitor the projects17

as effectively as we had been able to in the past.18

Some of the things that would be19

happening:  They used to put out a monthly summary20

report of all the projects.  That will be21

disappearing.22

All the project execution plans --23

they had one project execution plan for each24

project.  Those are all being split up into25
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separate project execution plans, one for each of1

the sites.2

We are hoping that the transition3

will be successful.  We will be monitoring it4

closely.  We are eager to see their new project5

execution plans, which I understand are being6

signed off now by Mr. Preston and should be7

available to us by the end of this month.8

In parallel with that, we are9

negotiating with OPG staff as to what they will10

provide us in terms of monitoring capability;11

whether it is quarterly reports now or a set of12

performance indicators.  Those kinds of13

discussions are ongoing.14

It is a bit of a wait and see.  We15

hope it works.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Carty, did17

you have a question?18

MEMBER CARTY:  Yes, I had one last19

general questions.  It concerns operators and20

shift supervisors.21

In the CMD under the section22

Training and Certification of Staff -- this is the23

staff document -- there is a comment that the24

science fundamentals and equipment principles25
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training for shift supervisor and operators needs1

improvement, and also that a regulatory commitment2

from OPG to complete the development work of that3

program has been delayed to December of 2001, I4

gather.5

Then on page 58 one reads that6

there have been some problems with examinations,7

with not a high enough success rate in some8

examinations; and also the fact that the9

requalification program for operators and shift10

supervisors is not yet in place.11

At what point does this become12

critical?13

This is a very important question,14

and it will come up later.15

MR. MATHUR:  Thank you.  To answer16

parts of your question, first of all the shift17

supervisors, there were deficiencies in the18

programs that were submitted to CNSC.19

Subsequently, we have sat together and we have20

worked out a program according to that program, we21

would have all the deliverables that would be22

delivered in time -- that is, January 31, 2001.23

A report was submitted in this24

regard on December 31, 2000, with the expectation25
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that the examination will take place on June 29th. 1

This is for the shift supervisor.2

This part will be taken care of, I3

am hoping, by that time.4

With regard to science5

fundamentals, the date was slightly delayed.  The6

delay was on account of us assigning relative7

priorities, because there are new requirements for8

timeouts for the general's examination and the9

certification of unit zero operators.10

In order to make sure that we deal11

with these as high priority, we have slightly12

delayed our commitment with respect to science13

fundamentals, and there has been an agreement with14

CNSC staff in this regard.15

Did I answer all your questions?16

MEMBER CARTY:  No, not really.  I17

am really asking the general question with regard18

to the shift supervisors and operators:  When does19

a real problem arise when you don't have enough of20

these people to actually run the stations?21

MR. MATHUR:  We are hiring a large22

number of candidates now.  At the moment, in my23

judgment, we have sufficient number of people24

operating the plants.25
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MR. PRESTON:  Your perception is1

correct.  This is an issue that we have to2

progress very quickly in order to avoid having a3

severe shortage in our plants.4

We are attempting to increase the5

numbers, as Dr. Mathur has said.  However, if we6

don't solve this one this year in a very7

meaningful way, just looking at normal attrition8

from these power plants, in two to three years we9

would be in a crisis situation.10

So we are looking to do this post11

haste.  This is already approaching a crisis12

situation.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very14

much.15

That brings to an end the question16

period on this hearing topic.17

Mr. Jack, please.18

MR. JACK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.19

This hearing on Pickering B20

operating licence will continue on March 8, 2001,21

again back here at the CNSC offices.22

Licensee representatives and CNSC23

staff will be expected to be present for that24

continuation of the hearing.  We do not yet know25
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who will wish to be present by way of intervenors,1

but we may have intervenors also present.2

I would draw their attention to3

the fact that the deadline for receipt of4

information submissions from intervenors to be5

considered on March 8th -- the receipt of that6

here at the CNSC is February 6th.7

Thank you, Madam Chair.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Therefore, this9

is the end of Hearing Day One on Ontario Power10

Generation's application for Pickering B operating11

licence.12


